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Position

Water Quality Assistant Technician

Facility

Memphis Zoo

Location

Memphis, TN

Job Summary

This position will assist with the daily monitoring and preventative maintenance of all water and filtration
systems within animal and public areas of the total zoo.

Essential Functions

Responsibilities include: conducting daily and weekly water quality tests and adding chemicals as
appropriate to regulate systems; operating, troubleshooting and maintaining life support and safety
systems for marine mammal and other species; assisting with pool cleanings; maintenance and repair to
Zoo equipment, property, and structures.

Other Duties and Responsibilities

Completing other manual labor duties as assigned, which may include inspecting, repairing, installing,
modifying, constructing, and maintaining equipment or structures, as directed; performing general labor;
working with contract labor to ensure work is completed properly and timely, as assigned; operating
non-licensed equipment to maintain grounds; performing general maintenance of non-licensed equipment
and machines, including fueling, lubrication, washing, etc; applying coats of paint, varnish, stains, enamels
or lacquer to decorate and protect interior and exterior surfaces, trimmings, and fixtures; ordering job
related materials as necessary; and other duties as assigned.

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities

Must be able to work both independently and with a team; communicating with City and Zoo staff, vendors,
and public; requires using equipment such as hand tools, power tools, testing equipment and ladders;
handling and manipulating tools and equipment.

Education & Experienced Required

Requires high school diploma plus one year of vocational training and three years general maintenance
experience (or the equivalent combination of education, experience and training which provides the
necessary skill and abilities).

Licenses and Certifications Required

Preference will be given to candidates who possess scuba certification.

Physical Requirements

Must be a proficient swimmer; must be able to sit, stand, walk, stoop, bend, pull, climb, lift, kneel, crouch,
and crawl when performing various maintenance requirements; ability to perform work requiring physical
exertion throughout the day; must be able to reach for, handle and lift up to 50 lbs.; walking and standing
for long periods of time; and visual acuity to inspect repairs and maintenance. This position requires the
applicant to swim with proficiency.

Working Conditions

We are a seven day a week operation, and schedule may include weekdays, weekends, holidays, or
occasional evenings as needed or may be required to work long hours in the event of an emergency. Work
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may include exposure to fumes, odor, dust, noise, and confined spaces and will require use and wear of
protective gear as necessary.
Salary

DOE. Non-exempt hourly position is full-time regular and will be eligible to enroll for insurance benefits
after 90 days of continuous employment and will be eligible to earn paid leave.

Respond To

Apply online only at https://memphiszoojobs.silkroad.com/

Closing date

03/31/2017

Entry ID

130
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